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ABSTRACT. ('Iifu’oiiknv mdiution duo to I ho passago of a point, olinrgo moving parulh l^ 
to tlio ccjiiduoting bemndary iiiaido a somi-infinite dieloctrie medium has been Riudied. Th(^  
fomiiilao obtained are in agroemont with tfio formulae for (-horenkov radiation of oloctron 
in an infinite homogoneoua medium in the lim iting case.
J N T K O D U C T I O N
Linhart (1955) and Danos (1955) worked out the problem of Cherenkov 
radiation emitted by an (dectron moving in vacuum witli uniform motion on a 
stra ig h t line parallel to the plane face of sem i-infinite d ielectric  medium. Here wr 
propose to calculate electro-magnetic fndd and Cherenkov radiation due to a charg(" 
particle moving inside a semi-infinite dielectric medium with a constant velocity 
on a straight line parallel to the* plane boundary. The other sid(  ^is a semi-infiniti' 
conducting medium. The conductivity is assumed to be high and in fact tak(‘n t o 
be infinite for simplicity of calculation.
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8 T A T K M K N T  O K P i i  () B b  E M
liCt a: — 0 be the equation of the boundary surface; x >  0, the dielectric 
medium and x <  0, the conducting medium. A particle of charge e is moving 
witli a constant voloeity v in a straight liru^  parallel to ;^-axis at a distance a from 
the boundary surface. AVe are intercstiKl in the case when v is greater than tlu^  
phase velocity of light in the dielectric medium.
Maxwell’s (equations for field variables E and II  are
rot H,, tw E,
rot E,,, =  - %w
, in  .
div E„ 4tn.
div =  0,
... (1)
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where j  is the current density, p is the density of free charges and e is the dielec­
tric constant. All quantities arc used as Fourier Transform. Introducing 
vector and scalar potential A and <j> we arrive at the following set :
^  rot
ion
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-  l ^ A ,~ g r a d  </>,
^  A ,o
with the condition divA^j+^^^-c
4:7r~ Ju
0
Here j^ =  0 =  j.j and =  evS{x—a) 8{y) 8{z—vt)
(2)
.. (3)
Taking A , — 0 =  A„,
‘'T  A,C“
S O L U T I O N
tUr —a)<S(f/)e ^
0
... (4)
To solve the equation (4) we assume that
iu'ZA^ ^  m (x , y)e~
From (4) wo have
. d%
dx^ di/'^ -s^u S(x^a)S{y),
where i3
(5)
There is no eh^ctromagnetie field inside ih(5 conducting medium. On the boundary 
siuTace tangential components of E  and normal components of / /  should be zero. 
To satisfy these conditions 21 and dujdy should be zero at x ^  0. Besides there 
is a singularity a t x  ^  a, y -= 0. Thus the solution of (5) is
ffi* =  (x-af-\-y^, =  {x-{-af-\-yKwhore
(6)
^(<a) te2c [£r„»>(ag,)-^o«>(aj,)]e
and ^(o) =  - (<- I )
... (7)
The field components are
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2c I ?i H ‘~ i- )9a
(8j
/7^(«) =
2w L O', 5-2 J
£?.(«) -  - [  | ^ J H o » > ( . 9 g x ) - H o < « ( 5 g , )
One can easily verify that tangential components Ey and and normal compo­
nent //jp are zero at x = 0,
Surface charge and surface current : One notes that the normal component 
Ey. and tangential component II produce surface charge and surface current on 
the boundary surface. If S and K  are the surface charge density and surface 
current density then
47tS =  Be{eEy)y.=.f^  =  j cos co^^—~  j ^dw
. . .  (0)
47riT =  Re{IIy)^^^y — —ea j  J^ (.§g') sin ^ j cos co A  j '^dw
where ... (10)
Equation (9) shows that 0 and a~> 0, i.e. there will he no surface charge when 
the point charge moves very closely to the boundary surface. This may be under­
stood if W(' imagine a particle of opposite charge a t the image point of the real 
particle similar to the static case. If  the distance between these two oppositely 
charged particles is very small, the medium is not effectively polarized due to 
equal amount of polarization by the oppositely charged particles.
Calculation of Radiation : We now calculate the total energy radiated by the 
point charge through the surface of a half cylinder of large radius with the 
axis as z-axis. In cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 0^  z) 
sin 6+Hy cos 6
=  - : p l ^ r ^ t ^ - H ^ i a ^ ( 8 q , )  ^2c L 3a J (11)
where = r*—2ar cos 0+o®, g,® =  r®+2ar cos ^+a®.
For large values of r,
' COB 9)+i-2- ~i»{r+a cosO) »«■ •( t-  -- \4 —e * e '  i’ '
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TT , \ es I 2 [ -it(r-a I/ / , ( - )  =  25-v/ - - [ «
^ / 2  r “ ♦ «(#*-« cos 0)+»-~ a cos 0) f^  V ------ C  ^ 4 e V  ^ /2coe V ;r6rr L J
( 1 2 )
Since s >  0, waves (partly reflected a t the boimdary) arc propagated at a large 
distance from the boundary surface.
Jie/Iff — ~ sin o f  1— z
<1 c V m r  \ V
JleS, - - J <\/ —' sin o f i L0 €OJ V n s r  \
to) 1
^ ^
V CO 4w siu (sa cos 0)dtv j
(13)
Radiation through the surface per unit length is
= S’ 1  (
//w  «2 "w»ajT / I VIn practice J ( 1 -^ ^ ^  j o>[l-
(14)
(15)
D I S C U S S I O N
Energy loss per unit frequency interval per unit length is given by
(*—^ r ) (16)
In the limit when a-> oo the equation (16) should go to the expression of the homo* 
geneous medium.
In infinite homogeneous dielectric medium Cherenkov radiation per unit 
frequency interval per unit path length is
S' CO (17)
which obviously is the limit of S when o-> oo.
When o-> 0, S-> 0, i.o. Cherenkov radiation does not take place, if the point 
charge moves closely to the boimdary surface. It is due to the effect of a particle 
of opposite charge at the image point of the point charge.
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If the (lisianc(' of the particle from the boundary surface is increased, Jo(2sa) 
1 until tho filsi z<'io of is obtained. In this case S <  S'. Though the boun- 
fary surface refl(icts the waves, the point charge at the image point which is ef­
fectively the siirfa(!(! charg(! polarizes the medium in oj)posite direction and ulti­
mately t.h(' total energy loss becomes less tlian the ordinary Cherenkov radiation. 
Thus in this situation the conducting barrier reduces the radiation. After the first 
zero of J q' 'h - '” *^^'** second zero is obtained. In this case S >  S' i.e. by
suitably adjusting tlu' distance of tlx' particle from the boundeary surface the 
energy loss can be increased and it may be greater than ordinary Cherenkov radia­
tion. Considering all these Jesuits we conclude that S oscillates M'ith a and ulti­
mately it couvergi'S to S'. A similar phenomenon through not exactly identical 
with the jjrevious case, occurs when variable of radiation intensty are considered 
as a function of w. These variations of intensity with a are to be traced to the 
phenomenon of interference.
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